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COMMODORE’S REPORT 
 

We had all hoped that summer 2021 would not be the repeat of 2020 – it was certainly 
touch and go with Ontario guidance hurdles and Covid still looming large. Despite this, 
the RLWYC succeeded in its objective to offer as much as possible to members this 
summer.   Programs were well attended, social functions were well received, and the 
overall “can-do” attitude provided the platform for a busy and happy two months.  
Our “wait until the last minute” planning paid off as we pressed ahead with the tent and 
the Royal Shack.  Good weather (apart from smoke) was on our side and member 
feedback has been extremely positive – the tent is now a fixture and we have 
inadvertently grown our useable space by about a half without any construction. Given 
that this facility can be extended for years to come, it was well worth the investment. 
Fitness in the Royal Tent happily shared the space with Tennis and Sailing Races were 
blessed to have prizes in the shade with beer from the Shack. 
Programs were well attended, and we were thrilled to hear the bustle of kids rushing 
around as it should be. Socially, the RLWYC was a bit different as we missed fixtures 
like the Yacht Club Dance for a second year. That said, our Friday Royal Hour was 
replaced by a successful and sold out Royal BBQ. Wednesday Family Nights were re-
branded as Sports Nights, and we had a consistent draw with pizza on offer. It is 
certainly true that sometimes great ideas can emerge in a crisis – tents, shacks, local 
caterers, online Royal Wear, adapted dates for sailing races, outdoor verandah sales & 
silent auctions and so much more.   
We kept to COVID-19 guidelines– updating when necessary. In addition, we were 
grateful for the government assistance that assisted the Club to maintain financial 
security and helped to create a positive position as we re-emerge in 2022 into a full 
season of activity.  
Our young staff were the heroes as they are every summer. After such a winter of 
discontent, it was wonderful to see them enjoying themselves and working as part of the 
RLWYC community.  
I wish to thank the membership for their support – in 2020, we made a concerted effort 
to encourage continued support in very uncertain times. In 2021, we were delighted that 
our membership bounced back to encouraging levels.  
On behalf of the membership, I would like to thank those that made the summer happen 
- Christine Morris, our Executive Director who pivoted her team in an unconventional 
year. The event volunteers who all worked tirelessly – Gymkhana, the Verandah Sale, 
the Newsletter, Royal Wear, Power Squadron, Fitness, Golf Tournaments, Three Island 
Swim and more. The Executive Committee, who supported me and ensured that we 
had a summer to remember. Above all, I would like to thank outgoing Past Commodore 
Tori Newall who weathered the storm of 2020 as Commodore and created the template 
for “surviving a pandemic”. We shall miss her on the Executive as she retires. In 
addition, we thank Carol Anne Parkhill who has led the headline sailing program – a 
huge thanks for the dedication and hard work. Micah Sifton-Laleune will be moving to 
head the new position of Communications Chair and we welcome Ashley Hendy as our 
new Membership Chair, Matt Vincent & Kim Olson-Vincent as joint Tennis Commodores 
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and Chris Radcliffe as Sailing Commodore. Finally, I am thrilled to introduce Matt 
Wilson as Commodore for the RLWYC in 2021 and welcome Catherine Konantz as 
Vice-Commodore.   
 
My thanks to you all for the opportunity to be your Commodore in 2021. 
  
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Fiona Colegrave  
Commodore  
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
 

Another successful season has passed despite navigating through a second year of 
COVID-19 restrictions.   
The challenges of the Executives loomed as they worked to make 2021 a bountiful 
summer of fun with functioning programs for members of all ages.  Many of these 
decisions had to be made late in the year as everyone waited and hoped for the best 
possible outcome from consistently changing COVID regulations. 
Every RLWYC employee took weekly COVID tests to ensure the safety of staff and 
members.  This was made possible due to the generous donation of Rapid COVID 
Tests by Mr. and Mrs. Heimbecker.  For the record, there were positively, zero positive 
outcomes. 
The decision to build the Royal Shack was driven by our Commodore, Fiona.  It was a 
positive addition to the Club, with the team being able to provide a snack and drink 
service despite the clubhouse being closed. 
If anyone has ever had a problem setting up a tent, they could ask Matt Wilson and Ian 
McLandress for assistance.  From my point of view, they did not seem to have trouble 
with a 20’ X 80’ footer.  The tent was so well received, I don’t think we can live without it 
now! 
There were seven great Friday Night dinners all catered by Chad Gropp whom I am 
sure we will be seeing again in 2022.  Our incoming Commodore, Matt Wilson, was 
determined and successful in making Wednesday Family Nights well attended with 
good fun for everyone. 
I am grateful to our Club staff. For many this is their first job. They worked hard and 
actively sought ways to be better. They always had suggestions to improve the Club 
and under the guidance of our managers, many tasks were accomplished successfully 
and proudly.   
It is enlightening and heartwarming to observe this close knit community come together 
to build, enhance, volunteer, and gather to make the RLWYC the best it can be, and I 
am delighted to be a part of it. 
I hope everyone has a great winter and I look forward to connecting with all in the 
summer. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Christine Morris 
Executive Director 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 
 

Year End Overview 
 
The Club entered the spring of 2021 faced with many unknowns. Government 
restrictions and public health orders were in flux. Further, both the provincial border 
between Manitoba and Ontario and the international border between Canada and the 
U.S. were closed. The wage support programs that the Club used in 2020 were either 
scaled back or scheduled to expire in June 2021. Most were extended but the formulas 
used to calculate the subsidies changed. 
 
As a result of the many unknowns there were discussions around the ability of the Club 
to deliver programming and food and beverage services. Members can't sign up for 
programs, have a drink or order dinner if they can't get to the lake, don't feel safe 
attending Club functions, or are not allowed to gather due to public health restrictions. 
 
By June it became clear that public restrictions around gathering were loosening and 
the border between Manitoba and Ontario was scheduled to reopen. It was decided the 
Club would make targeted expenditures to enhance member experience. The result 
saw the installation of the large garden tent and the "Royal Shack" offering food and 
beverage services.  
 
Without fundraising activity, the Club played "defense" with finances for a second year.  
 
RLWYC applied for and was approved for a second CEBA loan of $20,000 for a total of 
$60,000. The Club will repay the non-forgivable portion of the loan ($40,000) in 
December of 2022. 
 
 
Year End Results 
 
The Club is slowly returning to pre-covid revenues. Total revenue for 2021 was 
$449,995. This is a 37% increase over 2020 revenue of $335,567. 
 
There were significant increases in program registration, food, beverage, and liquor 
sales for the year.  
 
Membership revenue increased by 5% 
 
Line item 4600 on the income statement (interest and other revenue) is where 
government support in the form of wage subsidy programs is detailed at $95,613. This 
is noteworthy in that many of these programs were scheduled to end in June of 2021. 
The budget anticipated a reduction of 50% in wage support rather than the 19% 
increase that was reported. 
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Expenses grew by 34% to $472,480 from $353,481. 
 
Labour cost saw the largest single increase and will remain a challenge in coming 
years. 
 
I am pleased to report that the Club will report a loss of $12,484 for the year once 
depreciation and other yearend adjustments are made. 
 
 
Year End Balances 
 
As noted below, the total (cash) resources of the Club are $375,584.80 
 

 
 
Safe Harbour in 2021 
 
The member assessments and the second (final) instalment of the $1,000 per year 
capital commitments were collected in 2021. There was minimal slippage in funding 
resulting from the one year delay in completion of the project. This is a testament to the 
passion and commitment of the membership to support sailing initiatives at the Club.  
 
The last section of floating (Candock) sailing docks were purchased and installed in 
June of 2021. 
 
The Safe Harbour campaign has been successfully completed.  
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Maintenance Fund 
 
$100,000 was moved in 2019 from the maintenance fund to the operating account to 
fund purchases associated with the Safe Harbour campaign. I am pleased to report that 
$100,000 was returned to the maintenance fund in October of 2021. 
 
Accounts Receivable 
 
At time of writing the A/R is $1,128.94. The amounts are small with 2 related to payment 
of membership fees. These will be resolved in due course. 
 
Fraud 
 
In July of 2021 the Club became the victim of a financial fraud stemming from an 
electronic payment made to a vendor. The Club e-transferred $6,300 to Interlake Docks 
and Lifts for work completed to allow for the installation of the last segment of Candock 
floating docks. The challenge question used was not strong enough and a third party 
intercepted the email, guessed the answer to the challenge question and diverted the 
funds. The Bank of Montreal fraud department was immediately alerted. The Club was 
able to secure a return of $704.63. There is no expectation of return of the balance. 
 
Both the Club and the vendor are complicit. The Club did not use a strong challenge 
question/answer and the vendor allowed a third party to hack the hosted email address 
used to receive the payment. An investigation is ongoing.  
 
In response, the Club has migrated all electronic payments to Tel-Pay which is highly 
secure.  
 
Summary 
 
2021 saw a marked return to normal activity levels at the Club aside from fundraising 
events. Operating revenue was significantly higher than 2020.  
 
The Club will start the 2022 financial year in a strong financial position.  We can all look 
forward to the continued return to normalcy in 2022. 
 
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of November 2021, 
 
 
David Rattray 
 
Treasurer 
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

 
A guiding principle of the Club has always been to keep dues as low as possible. And 
given the large due increases for 2018 (16%) and 2019 (16%) that were necessary to 
bring the dues in line with the operating expenses, the Executive set the dues at our 
February meeting with an increase of 2%. We expect there to be a 2% increase to the 
dues each season going forward to remain in line with operating expenses and to avoid 
large increases in the future. This is subject to change as agreed upon by the 
Executive.  
New this year we offered a payment plan for those under 35 to pay their dues over a 
five-month period. This was put in place to help grow us under 35 membership base. 
The uptake on this program was very low (only two members took part), however we 
plan to keep it as an available option going forward to encourage new membership.  
By June 15, 2021, 95% of members activated had their annual dues paid. Reminders 
were sent to archived members who allowed their membership to lapse and were 
deemed no longer in good standing (as per By-law #7). Follow up e-mails were sent the 
week of June 21, 2021.  
Members who did not activate their account and pay their dues have now been archived 
as per By- Law #7, which states: 
Any member who has not paid his or her annual membership dues and/or entrance fees 
and/or account charges by September 30th in any year will cease to be a member, and 
his or her name will be struck from the membership roll. Such members may only be re-

instated by approval of the Executive Committee. 
At the 2020 AGM, the Executive put forward a motion to create a new by-law that 
specifies the cost of reinstatement for members who have let their membership lapse. 
The 2021 season was the first season that By-law #8 was in place. It reads as follows:  
Any member not in good standing and wishing to reinstate his or her membership must 

pay either 50% of the current joining fee or full back dues of the last membership 
category held when the membership lapsed, for the time absent from the membership 

roll. Exemptions to be determined at the discretion of the Executive Committee. 
Due to continued uncertainty around COVID-19, the Executive temporarily implemented 
a ‘no guest policy’ to comply with health guidelines and assist in contact tracing should 
the need have arisen. Guests were welcomed back to the Club late in the season to 
take part in activities and social events. The Executive feels guests are an important 
part of our club and serve as a basis for growth among our membership and we hope to 
welcome them back to the Club for a full season in 2022.  
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MEMBERSHIP MIX 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Micah Sifton-Laleune 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Young Adult 4.2% 

Junior 0.8% 

Family  31.7% 

Esteemed 2.0% 

Camp 17.6% 

Adult 43.7% 

Total 100% 
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SAILING REPORT 

 2019   2020   2021 

Revenue $58,957.84  $19,250.00  $32,002.10 

Expenses $59,482.65  $25,176.24  $36,392.68 

Net Loss $-524.81  $-5,926.24  $-4,390.58 
 

 

Sailing had a successful summer running a full program and returning to racing!  

In 2020 we decreased our staff to 7 and continued with this in 2021.  This reduction 
helped provide full time hours. 

Sailing is a very busy program with a group of instructors we would like to retain and 
continue to develop. Running a full week of programs and then weekend races is very 
demanding. With this in mind, moving forward with 7-8 instructors for weekly programs, 
as well as building/hiring a separate team to run weekend races should be considered.  
This will decrease burn out for our staff and allow them to participate in weekend races.  

Programs were busy this summer with over 90 young sailors participating!  

Race Team had a larger group than past years. Many in this group were focused on 
attaining their Can Sail levels.  Therefore, Race Team became a more hybrid program, 
which increased the numbers.  Racing and Can Sail have worked together in the past, 
however this format will need to be revisited to ensure Race development is a focus and 
levels achieved are documented. 

We also offered a Can Sail program, outside of Race Team. This class awarded 9 Can 
Sail certificates throughout the summer. Tennis and Sailing Combo was a very well 
attended program and Wet Feet too. Our coaches within these programs did an 
exceptional job instructing, building skills and having fun!  

4 members of Race Team traveled to Zig Zag, to attend a Race Camp. There was a 2-
day race following this camp, but it landed over the August long weekend and our team 
did not participate. If we are going to continue to rebuild our Race Team, we need to 
attend away races regardless of conflicts within the social calendar. To help achieve 
this, we will need Race Team coaches and help from parents to encourage attendance 
at away events.  

Weekend racing returned this summer. It was amazing to see sails back in the stretch 
with a solid fleet of Scows. We continue to emphasize the participation of all classes of 
boats and saw this over several events including the Kenora Cup, Commodore's Cup, 
Richardson Regatta, the Powder Puff and Gage Cup.  
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On the Water Classic/Sail Past did not have the promotion it required to build on the 
success from 2019; the reason for this was simply Covid. In 2022, with some fine tuning 
and schedule adjustments it should be on the calendar. Most sailing clubs kick off their 
season with a Sail Past, RLWYC should as well.  

The Richardson Regatta was successful running under a different format; 2 one day 
races. The Manitoba Sailing Team was in attendance for a two day race camp, prior to 
the weekend competition. It was an exciting weekend and great to see so many boats 
participating. 

The new sailing docks are a massive improvement! Not only do they look great, but it is 
easy to launch and pull the boats off the water.  
 
Our fleet consists of the following in good working order: 
9 Prams, 11 Opti, 5 Fevas, 2 Argos, 2 Bic, 2 420’s, 1 Laser, 1 Laser (needing cleats). 
We need more lasers and next summer would be a good time to begin a conversation 
about adding to this fleet.  
 
Moving forward to 2022, with a new Sailing RC and hopefully the ability to plan and run 
the program free of restrictions, sailing is in a great position and should continue to see 
success in the years to come. 
 

Respectfully Submitted,  

Carol Anne Parkhill 

Rear Commodore, Sailing 
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TENNIS REPORT 
 
 

 2019 2020 2021 
Revenue $21,644.75 

 
$3035.00 $16,778.80 

Expenses $18,091.17 
 

$2452.93 $12,567.06 

Contribution $3,553.58 
 

$582.07 $4,211.74 

 
The 2021 tennis program saw the return of a Head Pro and the return to more normal 
programming as COVID-19 restrictions were lifted. This was reflected in the improved 
revenue and contribution from the tennis program. In addition, expenses were kept at a 
conservative minimum in the event of a club closure or severe restrictions.   
Yuyan Bao had originally been hired for the 2020 year, but his job offer was extended to 
the 2021 season due to limited club operations.  This was the first year for Yuyan (Ian) 
at RLWYC and the first year for him to independently run a tennis program.  He 
successfully ran a full program for both kids and adults along with 7 tournaments 
including reinstating the Men’s singles tournament.  The kids’ programs (Mini Court, Pro 
1 and 2, Sailing/Tennis Combo) were the most frequently attended along with a 
consistent cohort of participants in the Youth Tennis Academy.  The Pro 1 and 2 
generated the greatest proportion of the income at 46% followed by Sailing/Tennis at 
24% and Mini Court at 15%.  Private lessons and the Triple Threat (most often attended 
by adults) were not well attended or booked.  I feel this is primarily due to having a new 
pro in place.  The feedback from the private lessons was very enthusiastic and if the Pro 
will return, I feel that the adult programs may be better attended. 
Unfortunately, after a successful year in 2021, Connor Douglas did not return for 2021 
as assistant pro.  Instead, three junior assistants, Carter Gilmore, Fischer Gould and 
Quinn McTavish, were hired to assist Yuyan on the courts.  As coaching courses and 
certifications were unavailable due to Covid restrictions, Yuyan was the only one with up 
to date coaching certifications. Yuyan successfully managed the three assistants and 
used each coach on a rotating basis as registrations dictated.  
 
Tournaments were welcomed back for 2021 with seven being held this past summer!  
Tournaments are a vital part of the tennis program, and we are constantly adapting the 
formats of each to encourage maximum participation and enjoyment.  This year we 
reinstated the men’s singles tournament last won by Roy Vincent in 1992. 
New nets and posts were purchased in 2020 so the only necessary expenditure for 
2021 was new balls for all teaching levels. Tennis balls were also purchased for sale 
through the canteen at break even cost. No new repairs were done to the courts. The 
courts are showing their age and future capital improvements need to consider the 
tennis courts, particularly courts 3 and 4.   
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This fall we experimented with leaving Court 1 open and available to club members for 
use after the club had closed for the season.  Mike and Trish Loewen took it upon 
themselves to manage this.  A lock was in place on the court door with a key available 
to members wishing to use the courts.  The net was removed and stored Thanksgiving 
weekend.  The weather was spectacular, and we had many positive reports welcoming 
this initiative.  We anticipate that this net can be put in place May long weekend 2022 
for use by club members. 
 
Looking forward to 2022: 

• Promote Adult Clinics including Triple Threat and Private lessons. Review 
demand for underutilized programs. 

• Promote all 7 tournaments. Adapt formats as appropriate.  Assign a 
member/player to assist in organizing the tournament. 

• Potential return of Yuyan Bao to the role of Head Pro after taking a winter job 
teaching in an elementary school setting.  This will greatly enhance his 
experience coaching young children. 

• Certifications updated for all tennis pros as Covid restrictions allow 
• Net on Court 1 to go up before club opening (May long weekend) and removed 

and stored after club closure (Thanksgiving weekend).  Member assigned to 
oversee this. 

• Create an Opening Day for Tennis with a suggestion for the first Saturday after 
the club is opened.  This is a meet and greet for members and the pros.  It would 
include fun round robins, hitting with the pros along with refreshments.  The focus 
to be on all levels: Juniors, Adults, Mixed doubles. This is an opportunity to 
introduce the tennis pros and promote the programs available. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Catherine Konantz 
Rear Commodore, Tennis  
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SWIMMING REPORT  
 

 2021  
 

2020  2019  

Revenue: $13,724.85 $ 7,817.30 $21,359.00 
Expenses: $ 8,788.10 $ 5,334.61 1 $16,739.87 
Net Income: $ 4,936.75 $ 2,482.69 1 $ 4,619.13 

 

1 After adjusting for the governmental wage subsidy, which subsidized seventy-five percent of wage expense, total expense was 
$1,949.97 and net income was $5,447.33. 

 

The RLWYC Aquatics Program completed its eighth year and has proven itself as a key 
pillar for programming, offering water survival skills, general fitness, social activities, and 
lifesaving instruction. The program complements the club by improving the health and 
safety of members, and diversifying the services offered. 

COVID-19 continued to have a material financial impact on the program, dropping 
revenue 38% from 2019 to a little under $12,500. Revenue increased 68% from 2020 
due primarily to looser COVID-19 related restrictions. To maintain safety for instructors 
and members, programming was adjusted to reduce lessons with the instructor in water, 
maintain a safe distance between participants, and restrict close contact for lifesaving 
skills like CPR. These adjustments meant classes catering to young children who 
require assistance in the water and older kids pursuing lifesaving certifications were 
significantly impacted. 

The program hired a Head Instructor and Assistant Head Instructor. This choice 
reflected two experienced applicants and an effort to establish stability to the program. 
Both instructors were hired on salary, increasing the operating leverage in the program 
and proving successful given the material revenue increase over the previous year. The 
program did not hire part-time instructors because it was unlikely enough hours were 
available for the position. A few volunteer instructors gained experience by assisting the 
instructors during the lessons. 

The Three Island Swim was again materially impacted by the virus, limiting the 
participants to only members and requiring a staggered start between participants. This 
year we brought back the Minnow Barge, which proved popular with eighteen sign ups. 
The race remains the most aspirational of events for young people, historically driving 
participation in the swimming program, and the changes to the race certainly impacted 
interest in the swim program. Despite the challenges, the race entered numerous 
swimmers from the program. 

Open water fitness swimming for adults was again successful this year, attracting 
participants to periodic swims. “Destination Swims,” where a camp hosts a swim, were 
well attended. The more social nature of these swims proved attractive. In a normal 
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year, the hope is to expand the number of swims by finding a good site for a regular 
routine, mixed in with the destination swims hosted by members or further down the 
lake. 

Direct operating expenses increased almost 55% from the previous year to a little over 
$8,200, driven by the decision to hire two salaried full time employees. At the end of the 
season, one time payments totaling $1,100 were paid out to the salaried employees in 
recognition of strong performance. 

Gross margin improved to 34% from 28% the previous year, driven by recovering 
revenue and a more fixed expense structure.  

Net income increased just over 100% for Swimming.  

 

For 2021, our primary objectives were: 

• Ensure safety and health of instructors and members, 
• Ensure excellence in instruction within the confines of the pandemic, 
• Maintain fiscally responsible program, 
• Bridge program to following year by attracting instructors. 

 

Key lessons learned/ considerations for 2022: 

• Evaluate competitive level of salary offered for Head Instructor, 
• Eliminate salaried Assistant Head Instructor, which proved redundant, 
• Develop and hire hourly instructors, returning to pre-Covid model, 
• Continue to build interest in Open Water program through regular swims, 

destination swims, clinics, and possibly a second open water race/challenge, 
• Develop pipeline of instructors for future years and 
• Create a fitness class for kids that provides exercise and skill development 

outside the Lifesaving curriculum. 
   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Matthew McKay, 
Rear Commodore, Swimming 
 

 

 

 


